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You enlisted in the Marine Corps 22 March 1993.  Your pre-enlistment physical examination on 
8 March 1993 and self-reported medical history both noted no psychiatric or neurologic 
conditions or symptoms.   
 
On 17 October 1994 you received a “Page 11” counseling sheet (Page 11) noting your 
deficiencies involving your personal financial situation and the importance of being at the 
appointed place of duty at the prescribed time.  The Page 11 warned you that a failure to take 
corrective action may result in administrative separation or judicial proceedings.  You did not 
make a Page 11 rebuttal statement.  On 18 November 1994 a Navy Medical Officer at Naval 
Hospital  diagnosed you with an adjustment disorder due to marital 
and financial stress. 
 
On 29 December 1994 you received two separate Page 11 counseling sheets noting your 
deficiencies of failing to maintain personal financial obligations resulting in a letter of 
indebtedness, and unauthorized absence (UA), respectively.  Each Page 11 expressly warned you 
that a failure to take corrective action may result in administrative separation or judicial 
proceedings.  You did not make a Page 11 rebuttal statements to either Page 11. 
 
On 18 January 1995 you received non-judicial punishment (NJP) for three separate specifications 
of UA.  You did not appeal your NJP.  On 15 March 1995 the suspended portion of your NJP 
was vacated and ordered executed due to continuing misconduct. 
 
On 15 March 1995 you received NJP for both UA and breaking restriction.  You did not appeal 
your NJP. 
 
On 17 March 1995 you received a Page 11 for failing to file a Child Care Plan.  The Page 11 
expressly warned you that a failure to take corrective action within a reasonable amount of time 
may result in administrative separation or judicial proceedings.  You did not make a Page 11 
rebuttal statement.  On 19 June 1995 the suspended portion of your March NJP was vacated and 
ordered executed due to continuing misconduct.   
 
On 8 November 1995, 5 January 1996, 26 February 1996, and 13 March 1996 you received Page 
11 counseling sheets for a pattern of misconduct, not checking in and checking out of your work 
center, failing to pay just debts, and UA, respectively.  You did not submit any Page 11 rebuttal 
statements.   
 
On 11 June 1996 you received NJP for UA.  You did not appeal your NJP.  On 6 August 1996 
you were notified that you were being processed for an administrative discharge by reason of 
misconduct due to a pattern of misconduct.  The basis for your separation was your discreditable 
involvement with authorities evidenced by your three NJPs, a failure to pay just debts, and 
multiple adverse entries contained on Page 11 of your service record.  You elected your rights to 
consult with military counsel and to submit written rebuttal statement, but you expressly waived 
your right to request an administrative separation board.  Your military counsel witnessed and 
signed your administrative separation election of rights form.  Ultimately, on 18 December 1996 
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you were separated from the Marine Corps for a pattern of misconduct with an other than 
honorable conditions (OTH) characterization of service and assigned an RE-4 reentry code. 
 
As part of the Board review process, the BCNR Physician Advisor who is a licensed clinical 
psychologist (Ph.D.), reviewed your contentions and the available records and issued an initial 
AO dated 15 January 2022.  The Ph.D. initially observed that your active duty records did not 
contain evidence of reported psychological symptoms/behavioral changes indicative of a 
diagnosable unfitting mental health condition.  The Ph.D. observed that you submitted an active 
duty diagnosis of an adjustment disorder with a referral for counseling, but the Ph.D. noted that 
you provided alternative rationale for your misconduct in your personal statement.  The Ph.D. 
concluded by opining that although you had an active duty mental health diagnosis, the 
preponderance of evidence failed to establish you mental health condition mitigated misconduct.   
 
Following your AO rebuttal response that included post-service civilian medical records, the 
Ph.D. still determined that there was a lack of objective evidence to provide a nexus between 
your active duty misconduct and a mental health condition.  The Ph.D. concluded by similarly 
opining that there was insufficient evidence your misconduct could be mitigated by a mental 
health condition.   
 
The Board carefully considered all potentially mitigating factors to determine whether the 
interests of justice warrant relief in your case in accordance with the Kurta, Hagel, and Wilkie 
Memos.  These included, but were not limited to your contentions that:  (a) you were diagnosed 
with mental health issues one year into your service, but they were left untreated and left to 
fester; (b) if you were on active duty today your situation would have been handled differently; 
(c) had you been given proper legal counsel your situation could have ended up very differently; 
and (d) but for the lack of treatment you likely would not have received NJP and likely would 
have been discharged with something better than an OTH.  However, given the totality of the 
circumstances, the Board determined that your request does not merit relief.   
 
In accordance with the Kurta, Hagel, and Wilkie Memos, the Board gave liberal and special 
consideration to your record of service, and your contentions about any traumatic or stressful 
events you experienced and their possible adverse impact on your service.  However, the Board 
concluded that there was no nexus between any mental health conditions and/or related 
symptoms and your misconduct, and determined that there was insufficient evidence to support 
the argument that any such mental health conditions mitigated the misconduct that formed the 
basis of your discharge.  As a result, even under the liberal consideration standard the Board 
concluded that your misconduct was not due to mental health-related conditions or symptoms.  
Even if the Board assumed that your misconduct was somehow attributable to any mental health 
conditions, the Board unequivocally concluded that the pervasiveness and severity of your 
pattern of misconduct far outweighed any and all mitigation offered by such mental health 
conditions.  The Board determined the record clearly reflected that your misconduct was willful 
and intentional, and demonstrated you were unfit for further service.  The Board also concluded 
that the evidence of record did not demonstrate that you were not mentally responsible for your 
conduct or that you should otherwise not be held accountable for your actions.   
 






